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OWNER'S NAME:
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D Moved ££[ Original Site

The Jefferson County Jail by D.X: Murphy & Co. was built 
between 1902 and 1905. Th^Vtrucfure(consists of ^ 
of approximately equal size and height but different function! 
and architectural treatment. The two parts are juLnited by a 
slightly recessed connectJLng l|ii]s and^y the consistent^use 
of materials; both laave a. §irj^g_horJ.zpnt,al^^X 
Indianallffiestone. The upper stories are of finely^ia_14_red 
^rlck with a minimal amou"nT~b^trimi and a thin limestone 
finishing course. The qn£rance is into the center of the 
Eastern block off Liberty Street'^¥e^^eji^pxQJ.ejitijigu^t,urr^ts 
which continue ug^^through^t^he corfeellad-parapet. These 
turrets""were"orig"inally to have had ogival peak roofs, not 
now there. This wing, which houses the administrative, 
health, and social activities of the gall complex, has two 
rows of symmetrical windows above the base with its similarly 
spaced arched openings. Originally four groups of inmates 
were segregated by means of an elaborate system of corridors 
and separate facilities for men and women, black and white 
prisoners. The block itself consists of a U-shaped outer 
unit with a detached chapel and dining unit within its arms.

In contrast, the cell-block to the West, entered only through 
the narrower link, is a single large self-contained unit, with 
several stories of cagelike steel catwalks contained within  
but separate from  the outer masonry.walls. Its dominant 
purpose ig 'effectively Expressed' oil the exterrior by the 
simplicity of treatment, with rhythmic groups of tall., ixarrow 
windows (surlridurited by small circular recesses) expending 
from almost sidewalk level to the cornice. The latter is the 
most striking architectural feature of the building, with its 
tapered brick curve continuing and completing the sweep from 
the battered ba'se. The brick surface of the main mass of the 
cellblock is broken only by the huge ashlar voussoirs of the 
wide central windows.

Except for the non-existent cupolas, there seems to have been 
no significant exterior change in the structure. A tunnel to 
the courthouse a block away was constructed at the same time 
as the jail.
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STATEMENT OP SIGNIFICANCE

The Jail is an outstanding example of American civic archi 
tecture at the turn of the century. It reflects the style of 
the Chicago^School oJ: Architecture at its height; the cornice 
of the celf-fribck," fo°:£ iristaTace, bears a strong resemblance 
to that of Burnham.and Root's 1889-91 Monadnock Building, and 
the heavy base suggests the late work of HJEL Richardson. The 
overall effect is of great power and stability, suited to a 
prison as it was conceived at that time. Aside from its 
stylistic references to the most advanced trends in American 
building, however, this was a highly original solution to a 
difficult problem; that of the secure yet humane urban jail. 
The scale is impressive, especially as seen from the northwest 
angle, without being overwhelming to the pedestrain.

The, .two wings, of t.he buildijjgv are <$±;f±er$.nt±&t$.di in treatment, 
according to their interior arrangements and functions, while 
forjning a unified visual whole~: . t ir.Alt,hough t,h^e ( a.dministrative 
wing has a rather formidable fortified appearance, it is still 
at human scale. The vertical cell-block, on the other hand, 
has a monolithic effect, suggesting a vast vault, and comple 
ments the lar^e^-^cale public buildings adjaceiit, to it.

The architects were one of the leading local firms of the 
period, with a number of important public and private buildings 
to their credit. They were the successor firm to the noted 
mid~19th century Louisville architect, Henry Whitestone. The 
jail is their outstanding work. It has been admired by many 
contemporary architects, including the late Eero Saarinen, who 
visited Louisville shortly before his death in 1961. Although 
the jail has long outgrown its usefulness and original humane 
intentions, the structure would be suited for many adaptive 
uses.



A large body of the original w( 
the successor firm to D.X. Mur] 
215 West Breckinridge Street, ]

The Jail is included in Theodoi 
Louisville Architecture.

Drking drawings is preserved at 
Dhy; Luckett & Farley, Inc., 
Louisville, Kentucky.

ce M. Brown, An Introduction to

On D.X. Murphy see: Henry F. If it Hey,, A.; I.. A. , and Elsie Ratburn 
Whitey, Biographical Dictionary of American 'Architects (1956^
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As the designated State Liaison Officer for the" Na 
tional Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 
89-665), I hereby nominate this property for inclusion 
in the National Register and certify that it has been 
evaluated according to.,the, criteria and procedures set 
forth by the National Parlc "Service"1. The recommended 
level of significance of this nomination is: 
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